Paradigm Cinema 100
Paradigm's Cinema 100 should not be taken lightly because of its diminutives. It can be subtle as well as explosive as and when the need be. Because these drivers are all of the same components and size, they blend seamlessly with each other. The subwoofer too has been built with these little guys in mind to pack a punch with well defined lows. This made-for-cinema speakers are just perfect.

Price ₹ 54,900
Reviewed March 2012

Energy Connoisseur Series
This 5.1 speaker package by Energy is one to be owned with pride by anyone who's enthusiastic about 5.1. Each of these speakers is capable of pumping sound with limitless energy and enthusiasm. They seamlessly merge with each other as a complete system. This setup worked for us in more ways than one, be it an action or a drama film, it could handle it all. Also, their combined cost is just below Rs 2 lakh, which is a reasonable price for a HT speaker package with hefty floorstanding speakers in it.

Price ₹ 1,45,700
Reviewed March 2012